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Rubber bottom

27174

LOGIC-1 RUCKSACK LOGIC-2               RUCKSACKS

• 27174 AMBULANCE 
RUCKSACK - polyester
Modular extra large 
rucksack provided with 8 
internal pouches, 4 coloured 
with handle (model E5) and 
4 coloured with transparent 
window (model E2). Velcro 
internal strips for pouches 
fixing. Provided with double 
yellow reflective strip.  
Size: 40x30xh 57 cm

27174

27170

Large 10 mm zips

Velcro 
removable 
plate

27174

27170
27172

27171

• 27170 LOGIC-1 RUCKSACK  - polyester 
- medium - 40x20xh 47 cm
Supplied with 5 coloured pouches with 
transparent window and velcro strips, 
2 frontal pockets and 2 lateral pockets. 
Internal velcro strips and elastics, to 
retain instruments. Provided with yellow 
reflective strips.

• 27171 LOGIC-2 RUCKSACK - polyester - large - 40x25xh 47 cm
• 27172 LOGIC-2 RUCKSACK - PVC - large - 40x25xh 47 cm
Rucksack externally made of strong water resistant 600D polyester PVC coated 
(27171) or PVC tarpaulin (27172). Supplied with 6 coloured pouches with transparent 
window and velcro strips, 2 frontal pockets and 2 lateral pockets. Internal velcro 
strips and elastics, to retain instruments. Central division with zip and elastics. 
Provided with yellow reflective strips and shoulder straps.
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POLYESTER
PVC COATED

POLYESTER

AMBULANCE RUCKSACK

• 27168 SILOS-2 RUCKSACK - polyester - blue - 38x24xh 50 cm
• 27169 SILOS-2 RUCKSACK - PVC - red - 38x24xh 50 cm
Professional rucksacks made of strong water resistant 600D polyester 
PVC coated and with outer PVC (27169 only)
- removable compartment with 4 transparent pockets and many 
elastic strips
- central storage space with 3 pockets, velcro strips and elastic strips
- two external pockets with elastic strips and velcro strips: 
one 35x16 cm, one 35x32 cm with 4 internal transparent pockets
- rubber bottom with 4 feet 
- two removable external plates for printing name
- comfortable back shoulder straps and plastic handle on both sides.

PVC TARPAULIN

POLYESTER WITH 
OUTER PVC COATING

SILOS-2 RUCKSACKS


